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ABSTRACT 

 

Name  : Mutahhara 

Reg. Number : 40300109065 

Title : Realism Analysis in Suzanne Collin‟s Novel “Mockingjay” 

Consultant I : Serliah Nur  

Consultant II : Sardian Maharani Asnur 

 

This thesis was a research about Realism Analysis in Suzanne Collin‟s Novel 

Mockingjay. The objectives of this research was to found and describe types of 

realism which viewed from moral realism on utterances in the novel Mockingjay by 

using McDowell‟s theory about types of realism. 

This research used descriptive qualitative method. The source of data was 

Suzanne Collin‟s Novel Mockingjay, which were published in 2012. In collecting the 

research data the writer used note taking as her instrument to get the data. 

In this novel, the writer found kinds of realism viewed that were from moral 

realism. They are Moral Requirement Hypothetical Imperative (MRHI), Values and 

Secondary Qualities (VASQ), Virtues and Reason (VAR). The writer found the 

author way to perform realism in Suzanne Collin‟s novel “Mockingjay”, from the 

moral requirement hypothetical imperative Katniss join in the arena to fight district 

from President Snow, the second kind is values and secondary qualities where this 

action is just known by herself. And virtues and reason, Katniss did something for 

nation because social need it.  

The implication of this research is to give understanding to the reader that 

increases their reading and knowledge about realism. The reader and educator should 

give more attention to the students in learning English process especially the way to 

understand literature in the text based on the context. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

  Literature is an art in relation to our life, and our life is very broad. A good 

man of letter will make approach to this life; in order their work is meaningful and 

useful for reader. For a man of letter, cleverness and intelligence not only heavenly 

grace but it is willingness for their selves. A composer has to live between two 

worlds. The first world is related to their individual and the second world is related to 

society (Semi, 1993: 73). 

  Literature may consist of the writing study of books, valued as works of art 

such as drama, essays, poetry, biography contrasted with technical books, journalism 

and fiction (Hornby, 1987).  

  Novel, just like other pieces of literature, is a work of art. It attempts to give 

description to the universe in which we live and tries to give a specific impression of 

this universe. It often presents something that happens in daily life, so we can learn 

about the world we live in as well. 
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  Novel is certain, which can serve an entertainment and useful information 

about human social life and society. It is very humanistic process of observing living 

people. Because it is creation from the background of human life expression in 

society. Novel is therefore a work of literature whose material is taken from the 

contemporary life events. As literary work, it represent story about certain aspect of 

human life experience it is a large diffused description with comprehends the life 

character and being disported a different group of uniform plan (Lefeve: 1997: 52).  

  Novel is an illustration of human life in society, talking the life expression as 

its material. It is more probably that the author‟s own experience becomes the main 

source of his creation or his imaginative powers to think of the real life inspire him to 

write a narration.  However what the author narrated are useful for the reader, since 

the creation has related to human being. This is based on the fact that literary work 

was born because of the anxiety of authors in looking at reality. (Sitepu, 2009: 21). 

Accordingto Howells inKusharyanto (2008: 145): 

He believed that realism “was nothing more or less than the truthful treatment 

of material, “especially the motives and actions of ordinary men and women. He 

insisted… that the novel be objective or dramatic in point of view; solidly based in 

convincingly motivated characters speaking the language of actual men and women; 

free of contrived events or melodramatic effects; true to the particulars of recent time 

and specific place; and ethically and aesthetically seamless piece (Howells in Baym, 

1989: 265) 
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 Realism theory says that good writing is that stems from the observation 

precision. Realismis the response of the author to changing social, cultural and 

political and interprets circumstances of emerging (Lauter, 1998:11). The ralism 

believes in moral individual freedom and the ability to choose and decide their own 

destiny, and see what the so called truth and morality are subjective, depending on 

the particular experience and perspective they experienced themas are sult of 

differences inclass, raceand gender (Hedges, 1998:248)  

  Realism is work to see straightaway, feel, and think. In the literary world, 

realism is the literature ideology that talking about something according to the reality. 

Because of that, realism is a democratic ideology in the fiction since not only talking 

about the daily lives of the middle class specify, but also about the lower class. Also 

realism is directly connected with daily lives, naturally and normally. (Juliasih, 

2008:115).  

 Moral realism is a systematic defense of the idea that there are objective moral 

standards. Russ Shafer-Landau argues that there are moral principles that are true 

independently of what anyone, anywhere, happens to think of them. 

 Moral Realism has the advantage of purportedly allowing the ordinary rules 

of logic to be applied straightforwardly to moral statements, (so that we can say, for 

example, that a moral belief is false or unjustified or contradictory in the same way 

we would about a factual belief). It also allows for the resolution of moral 

disagreements, because if two moral beliefs contradict one another, Moral Realism 
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(unlike some other meta-ethical systems) says that they cannot both be right and so 

there should be some way of resolving the situation. 

 

  Based on the explanation above, the writer is interested to analyze moral 

realism in Suzanne Collin‟s novel “Mockingjay”, they are moral requirement 

hypothetical imperatives, values and secondary qualities and  virtues and reason. It 

useful to analyze about the realism in this novel. So that the writer hopes, this thesis 

gives benefits information about realism to the people (readers) in their reading. 

B. Problems Statement 

  Kinds of realism includes an important that people need to understand. In 

Suzanne Collin‟s Mockingjay, there are some types of realism in this novel. Based on 

the background above, the writer formulates the researchquestions as follows: 

1. What type of realism viewed from moral realism that is used in “Mockingjay” novel 

by Suzanne Collin‟s? 

2. How does the author perform realism in the novel “Mockingjay” 

C. Objective of Research 

The objectives of the study can be stated as follows: 

1. To find out what type of realism viewed from moral realism that is used in 

“Mockingjay” novel by Suzanne Collins. 

2. To find out the author way to perform realism in the novel “Mockingjay” 
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D. Significance of Research 

This research intends to help and give information to the readers on how to 

understand realism. It mean, before the people (readers) read this thesis they do not 

know specially types of realism. But after reading it, they will understand about 

realism.   

E. Scope of Study 

In this research, the writer focus on the kinds of realism that are viewed from 

moral realism in Suzanne Collin‟s novel “Mockingjay”.  In this case, the anaysis 

refers to the 3 kinds and then the writer also focuses to the author‟s way to perform 

moral realism and the writer used McDowel  ltheory. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Previous Findings 

  The writer presents some previous findings, which are related or relevant with 

this research, as follows : 

  Dewi (2010) “Realism Sosialis Pramoedya Ananta Toer (Telaah dalam Novel 

Tetralogi). She studied about how the way to win the socialism around the people 

especially the proletar people against the capitalism people who always under 

estimate them. She used the journalistic media to find out the information about it and 

in the novel Tetralogi by Pramoedya Ananta Toer. She found the cases about Realism 

in the socialist people. The cases are the persecution bourgeo is class to proletaar 

class. 

  Moreover Quarles (2012), in her essay “Realism vs. Idealism”. Describes all 

about the differences between the realism and idealism in the Panama Canal because 

Roosevelt went ahead with his plan without thinking of the future. He did not think 

about how the world would view the U.S or about the many difficulties, like malaria, 

that would be encountered while building the canal. 
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  Similar tothe previous findings above, the writer will also discuss about 

realism theory. Dewi focused on the socialist realism in the novel by Pramoedya 

Ananta Toer “Tetralogi”, and Quarles focused on the differences between realism and 

idealism and also took the example according to the real not from a novel, while the 

writer will focus only on the type of realism viewed from moral realism (Meta-

ethical) in the novel by Suzanne Collin “Mockingjay”.  

B. Definition of Realism  

 As discription, realism treats things that are actualities. Esxpecially as practiced 

by midwestern writers, realism might be said to be democratic mode of fiction 

because of its concern with the depiction of middle and lower class characte rs and its 

attention to the “unremarkable” day to day details of those characters “ lives. 

Underling this approach is the assumption that those events, character and objects 

merit such descripsion. Whether a way of dress, a social custom, or a local dialect, 

whatever is described in fiction is to some degree, by virtue of that description, 

elevant (Howells in Juliasih,2008:144). 

  Based on the opinion above, it can be concluded that someone can be easily 

controlled using realism even if it is our enemy. Broadly defined as "the faithful 

representation of reality" or "verisimilitude,".A reaction against romanticism, an 

interest in scientific method, the systematizing of the study of documentary history, 

and the influence of rational philosophy all affected the rise of realism.  

  The term "realism" is difficult to define, in part because it is used differently 

in European contexts than in American literature. According to Pizer (2009:42) 
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suggests that "whatever was being produced in fiction during the 1870s and 1880s 

that was new, interesting, and roughly similar in a number of ways can be designated 

as realism, and that an equally new, interesting, and roughly similar body of writing 

produced at the turn of the century can be designated as naturalism". 

  Realism was a movement that encompassed the entire country, or at least the 

Midwest and South, although many of the writers and critics associated with realism 

(notably W. D. Howells) were based in New England. Among the Midwestern writers 

considered realists would be Joseph Kirkland, E. W. Howe, and Hamlin Garland; the 

Southern writer John W. DeForest's Miss Ravenal's Conversion from Secession to 

Loyalty is often considered a realist novel, too. 

  The question of the nature and plausibility of realism is so controversial that 

no brief account of it will satisfy all those with a stake in the debates between realists 

and non-realists. This article offers a broad brush characterisation of realism, and then 

fills out some of the detail by looking at a few canonical examples of opposition to 

realism. The discussion of forms of opposition to realism is far from exhaustive and 

is designed only to illustrate a few paradigm examples of the form such opposition 

can take(Alexsander,2010:16). 

Based on the explanation above, the writer can conclude that realism is an 

occurrence or journey of human life which have happened at former epoch, however 

in narrating again at the present day which in supporting by existing facts. Realism 

cover all aspect don't only that from high class, middle class but also of lower class. 
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C. Types of realism 

  There are many different types and degrees of Realism, said by Luke Mastin: 

(2008) in his article “The Basics of Philosophy”, some of which are described 

in detail in this thesis, they are: 

1. Platonic Realism 

  Platonic Realism is the view, articulated by the ancient Greek 

philosopher Plato, that universals exist. A universal is aproperty of an object, which 

can exist in more than one place at the same time (e.g. the quality of "redness"). As 

universals were considered by Plato to be ideal forms, this stance is confusingly also 

called Platonic Idealism. 

 According to Plato, Forms posses the highest and most fundamental kind of 

reality. They are perfect because they are unchanging. The world of forms 

is separate from our own world (the world of substances) and is the true basis of 

reality. Removed from matter, Form sare the most pure of all things. 

True knowledge or intelligence is the ability to grasp the world of forms with 

one's mind. 

  Plato's main evidence for the existence of Forms is intuitive only, arguing 

from human perception (a generalization which applies equally to objects which are 

clearly different e.g. blue sky and blue cloth), and from perfection (a perfect model 

http://www.philosophybasics.com/philosophers_plato.html
http://www.philosophybasics.com/philosophers_plato.html
http://www.philosophybasics.com/philosophers_plato.html
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for various imperfect copies, which are different but recognizably copies of the same 

thing. flawed circles must be imperfect copies of the same thing). 

2. Moderate Realism 

Moderate realism is the view by Jacques Maritain (1882-

1973) where universals (or universal concepts) exist, but that they are located in 

space and time wherever they happen to be manifest. Moderate realism represents 

a middle ground between Platonic realism or extreme realism (see section above) and 

the opposite extreme, Nominalism (the position that abstract concepts, general terms 

or universals have no independent existence, but exist only as names). 

It distinguishes between the thing itself with the way it exists: a thing exists in 

the mind as a universal, and in reality it exists as an individual. Moderate Realism 

therefore recognizes both sense knowledge, which presents things in their 

individuality, and intellectual conceptual knowledge, which presents things in their 

more abstract nature. 

3. Modal Realism 

Modal Realism is the view, notably propounded by David Lewis, that possible 

worlds are just as real as theactual world we live in, and not just abstract possibilities. 

The term goes back to Gottfried Leibniz's theory of possible worlds, which he used to 

analyze modal notions of necessity and possibility.Lewis claimed that: 

 Possible worlds exist: they are just as real as our world. 

http://www.philosophybasics.com/branch_realism.html#Platonic
http://www.philosophybasics.com/branch_nominalism.html
http://www.philosophybasics.com/philosophers_leibniz.html
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 Possible worlds are the same sort of things as our world: they differ in content, not 

in kind. 

 Possible worlds cannot be reduced to something more basic: they are irreducible 

entities in their own right. 

 When we talk of our "actual" world, the term "actual" is indexical (merely indicating 

some particular state of affairs): it does not mean that our world is any more real than 

any other. 

4. Moral Realism 

Moral Realism (or Moral Objectivism) is the meta-ethical view by Immanuel 

Kahn that there are objective moral values which are independent of our perception of 

them or our stance towards them. Therefore, moral judgments describe moral facts. It 

is a cognitivist view (cognitive being the view that ethical sentences 

express propositions and are therefore"truth-apt" i.e. they are able to be true or false), 

and it contrasts with expressivist or non-cognitivist theories of moral judgment, error  

theories, fictionalist theories and constructivist or relativist theories. 

Moral Realism purportedly allows the ordinary rules of logic to be applied 

straightforwardly too moral statements. It also allows for the resolution of moral 

disagreements, because if two moral beliefs contradict one another, Moral Realism 

(unlike some other meta-ethical systems) says that they cannot both be right and so 

there should be some way of resolving the situation. 
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Critics have argued that, while Moral Realism may be able to explain how 

to resolve moral conflicts, it cannot explain how these conflicts arose in the first 

place. Others have argued Moral Realism posits a kind of "moral fact" which is non-

material and observable and therefore not accessible to the scientific method. 

D. Theory of Realism 

McDowell (1970:32) in parallel with the development of this work on mind 

and language, McDowell also made significant contributions to moral philosophy, 

specifically meta-ethical debates over the nature of moral reasons and moral 

objectivity. McDowell developed the view that has come to be known as secondary 

property realism, or sensibility or moral sense theory. The theory proceeds via the 

device of an ideally virtuous agent: such an agent has two connected capacities. She 

has the right concepts and the correct grasp of concepts to think about situations in 

which she finds herself by coming to moral beliefs. Secondly, for such a person such 

moral beliefs are automatically overriding over other reasons she may have and in a 

particular way: they "silence" other reasons, as McDowell puts it. He believes that 

this is the best way to capture the traditional idea that moral reasons are especially 

authoritative. 

McDowell‟s moral realism had three categories are that moral Requirements 

Hypothetical Imperatives (MRHI), values and Secondary Qualities (VASQ) and 

Virtues and Reason (VR). 
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1. Moral Requirement Hypothetical Imperative 

In moral Requirements Hypothetical Imperatives are divided into two corners 

(Tollfsen, 2000: 32), they are: 

a. Realist  

Means that the judgment depends for the requirement of morality are imposed 

by circumstances of action. 

b. Cognitive and intern list 

The corners mean that the virtuous person‟s way of understanding a situation 

is sufficient to motivate him/her. 

For example:  

A legislative promises some vision and mission that was beneficial to the 

community if they became president, If they fail, they were active in a variety of 

fields, for example in the field to their religious focusend on the construction of 

mosques or places of worship. 

2. Value and Secondary Qualities 

Furthermore, in value and Secondary Qualities, McDowell‟s in (Tollfsen, 

2000: 34) said that he defends the claim that it is the world which is it value laden. 

Common sense likens value properties to primary qualities which are objective by 

being “simply there, independently of human sensibility. 
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For example: 

Teacher or consultant teach someone to be better by instilling moral values to 

students and it is only he who knows the meaning of the action. Although it has 

benefited by others. 

3. Virtue and Reason 

Virtue and Reason said that he also defends the claim that it is in consequence 

of the virtuous agent‟s conception of world, and  consequence of some desire, that the 

virtuous agents is motivated to act as the world demands. Virtuous just is to have the 

sensitivity to the particular situation which is necessary for acting in accordance with 

the requirements generated by the situation. His position is again internlist; for the 

virtuous person‟s conception of the situation completely explains why she acted as 

she did the conception is sufficient to show the favorable light in which the agent 

viewed the action. 

For example: 

A village have one characters who were be important in the fight area because 

after many requests from people in the community value, whether it's from or how to 

speak the designated behavior prior to occupying an office. 

 

E. Moral 
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Moral is derived from the Latin word mores, which means the plural of mos 

customs. While the Indonesian interpreted with moral decency. While the moral ideas 

are commonly accepted human action its phone is good and reasonable. 

The term moral to always ask the good and bad deeds of man as man, he was 

predominantly used as a parameter to set right or harm human actions associated with 

something. A person who obey the rules, the rules and norms in society are 

considered immoral, but if the private then judged immoral. Therefore , in terms of its 

moral may be regulatory or principles are true, good, praiseworthy and glorious . It 

also can be associated with loyalty, obedience to the values and norms that bind life. 

F. Value 

The word " value " can be defined as a feeling of what is good and what is 

bad, what is required or what is not in want, what should and what should not. Relate 

to the value of choice, and that choice is a prerequisite for taking an action. A try to 

achieve everything according pandangnnya angle has a value. Robin Williams talking 

about " social value ", ie the value which upheld the crowd. There is also a " tika or 

moral values ", namely the provisions or ideals of what is considered good or right by 

the community. One more " cultural values ", namely the concept of what living in a 

natural society think in part, on what they deem valuable, and important in life . 

According to Murtaza muthahari that every thing in essence worth , because 

every thing is a level of form , and the form is a value in itself. 

G. The Synopsis of the Novel 
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 The story begins with the uproar situation of district 12. Smoke in everywhere 

and the people houses those burned by the fire. Many people in the district 12 moved 

to district 13 for foods and the good place include Katniss and her family. Even 

though there are many rules, district 13 is still the best place in that time. 

 While in district 12, Katniss is a good fighter in the Hunger Games arena. 

This is become the reason for the leader of the district 13 to askKatniss become the 

Mockingjay or the fighter of district 13. 

   Firstly, Katniss rejects the leader of district 13‟s willing but after saw and 

listened about Peeta‟s statement on the television, then she thinks about how the way 

to make district 13 does not suspicion Peeta as an enemy. 

 Subsequently, Katniss appears some qualifications to guess to the leader of 

district 13 so that she will become as his Mockingjay and one of the qualifications 

content is give the immunity of law for Peeta. 

 After become as a Mockingjay, almost what she wants is granted. She is gave 

the preparing team before fighting and also Gale, her best friend becomeher partner. 

  Every day, they do some training according to exist schedules. It happens 

until they are sent to some districts which colonized by bad leader, Capitol. Their 

mission is free the districts from Capitol. 

 The climax of the battle is happen. Many friends of Katnissare dead. This 

thing is more make Katniss wants to kill Capitol quickly. When she wants to take the 

children of Capitol as the hostage, suddenly come a helicopter that falling down the 
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bombs. Because of this action, many of the medical crews are dead including 

Katniss‟s sister, Prim. This made Katniss feel depression.  

  The helicopter keeps falling down the bombs, however the leader of district 

13 finally success to make it landed on the ground and catch Capitol. He is punished 

and killed. 

  After the dead of Capitol, Peeta is back and Katniss falling in love again with 

him as well as set aside her feeling that begin to grow up for Gale. Some years later, 

Katniss and Peeta is married and have some child. The story ends with peace without 

violence that always pressure Katniss‟s feeling. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

A.  Research Method 

In this thesis, the writerused qualitative descriptive method. Withney in 

Sugiyono (2009:54) explains that descriptive research method is the fact-finding to 

the truth interpretation. Furthermore, Bogdan and Biklen in Sugiyono (2008:21) 

define characteristics of qualitative research method, they are: first, qualitative 

research has the neutral setting as the direct source of data and the researcher is the 

key instrument. Second, qualitative research is descriptive. The data collected is in 

form of words of pictures rather than number. This method intends to describe 

everything types of realism in novel“Mockingjay”. 

B.  The Sources of Data Collection 

In this research, the writer used source of the data which is novel 

“Mockingjay” Suzanne Collins novel which published 2012. It contains 27 chapters 
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and 179 pages. The data taken from utterances from all the parts of novel that express 

as kind of realism viewed from moral realism. 

C. The Instrument of Data  

In collecting data, the researcher used note taking as the instrument of 

research. An important aspect of good note taking skills knows what to write down in 

the notes. Distinguishing important from unimportant information is a skill that 

improves with practice. Being able to identify key words and key points help the 

researcher to determine what should be  recorded (Ray, 2005:14). It were used to find 

the data from the novel Mockingjay. 

D. Procedures of Data Collection 

In collecting the data for this research the writer do steps, they are:  

1. The writer read“Mockingjay” novel by Suzanne Collin‟s. 

2. The writer identified sentence in the novel that indicated as realism by underline 

them in the novel. 

3. The writer classified the sentence and write down them including its pages and 

chapters based of realism by using card to make it easy in classifying.  

E. The Technical  of data analysis 

 In analyzed the data, the researcher used McDowell‟s theory about kinds of 

realism they are Moral Requirements Hypothetical Imperatives, Values and 

Secondary Qualities and Virtues and Reason to analyze the kind of realism viewed 
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from moral realism and find out the author way perform realism in the novel Suzanne 

Collin “Mockingjay”. 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter consists of findings and discussions that will show the result of 

the research. The writer would like to show what have been found from Suzanne 

Collin‟s Novel “Mockingjay”. 

A. Findings 

In this research, the writer presents the findings based on moral realism in 

Suzanne Collin‟s novel “Mockingjay”. Through data analysis, it was found moral 

realism by McDowell‟s (1970: 30 ) moral realism is set out in a number of well, 

especially Moral Requirement Hypothetical Imperatives, Values and Secondary 

Qualities and Virtues and Reason. 
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To understand the data collection, the writer presented The explanation as 

follows: 

 Moral realism that is used in the novel 

1. Moral Requirement Hypothetical Imperatives (MRHI) 

2. Values and Secondary Qualities (VASQ) 

3. Virtues and Reason (VR) 

Then the source (novel) of the data was explained with C is chapter, P is page, 

and D is data. 

 

Data/Utterances 

Kinds of realism 

MRHI VASQ VR 

1. But no one is returning except me. And 

that‟s only for a brief visit. The authorities 

in District 13 were against my coming 

back. They viewed it as a costly and 

pointless venture, given that least a dozen 

invisible hovercrafts are circling overhead 

for my protection and there‟s no 

intelligence to be gained. I had to see it, 
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though. So much so thatI made it a 

condition of my cooperating with any of 

their plans. (C1:P3/D1) 

2. I must now become the actual leader 

the face, the voice, the embodiment of 

the revolution. The person who the 

districts most of which are now openly at 

war with the Capitol can count on to blaze 

the path to victory.(C1:P10/D2) 

3.  “I’m going to be the Mockingjay.” 

(C2:P31/D4) 

4.  “I told Coin I’d be her Mockingjay. But 

I made her promise to give the other 

tributes are plenty of 

witnesses.(C4:P56/D6) 

5.  “President Snow once admitted to me that 

the Capitol was fragile. At the time, I 

didn‟t know he meant. It was hard to see 

clearly because I was so afraid. Now 

I’m not. The Capitol‟s fragile because it 

depends on the districts for everything. 
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Food, energy even the Peacekeepers that 

police us. If we declare our freedom the 

Capitol collapses. President Snow, thanks 

to you, I‟m officially declaring mine 

today.”(C12:P169/D11)  

6. And here I am again. With people dying 

because of me. Friends, allies, complete 

strangers, losing their lives for the 

Mockingjay. “ Let me go on alone. Lead 

them off. I‟II transfer the Holo to Jackson. 

The rest of you can finish the 

mission.”(C22:P307/D13) 

7. I use a technique one of the doctors 

suggested. I start with the simplest 

things I know to be true and work 

toward the more complicated. The list 

begins to roll in my head…(C1:P4/D14) 

8. I laugh a little. “Both, I guess. No, I want 

to. I have to, if it will help the rebels 

defeat Snow.” I squeeze the pearl more 

tightly in my fist. “ it‟s just…Peeta. I‟m 
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afraid if we do win, the rebels will execute 

him as a traitor.”(C3:P34/D15) 

9. Prim thinks this over. “Katniss, I don’t 

think you understand how important 

you are to the cause. Important people 

usually get what they want. If you want to 

keep Peeta safe from the rebels, you 

can.”(C3:P34/D16) 

 

10.  “No,” I say. “I want to go to the 

Capitol. I want to be part of the rescue 

mission. (C12:P166/D19) 

11. I accept that I’m probably the most 

qualified from the job, grit my teeth, and 

put in a row of jagged sutures. It‟s not 

pretty but it‟s functional. I smear it with 

medicine and wrap it up. Give him some 

painkillers. “ you can res now. It‟s safe 

here.” I tell him. He goes out like a light. 

(C23:P321/D21) 

12. I did not come all this way, and lose all 
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those people, to turn myself over to that 

woman.  I kill Snow. Besides, there 

would be an awful lot of things I couldn‟t 

easily explain about the last few days. 

(C24:P332/D22). 

13. This enthusiasm was interpreted as 

kindness. But a man named Dalton, a 

Districts 10 refugee who‟d made it to 13 

foot a few years ago, leaked the real 

motive to me. “They need you. Me. They 

need us all. (C1:P8/D23) 

14. What they want is for me to truly take 

on the role they designed for me. The 

symbol of revolution. The Mockingjay. 

(C1:P10/D24). 

15. As bad as it makes you feel, you’re going 

to have to do some killing, because in 

the arena, you only get one wish. And 

it‟s very costly.”(C2:P22/D27). 

16. “You know in general what we’re 

asking of you, Katniss. I‟m aware you 
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have mixed feelings about participating. I 

hope this will help.”(C3:P42/D28) 

17. After your first Games, I thought the 

whole romance was an act on your part. 

We all expected you’d continue that 

strategy. But it wasn‟t until Peeta hit the 

force field and nearly died that 

I”Finnickhesitates. (C11:P155/D29) 

 

18. Prim was wrong. Peeta is irretrievable. “I 

can‟t stay here anymore,” I say numbly. 

“If you want me to be the Mockingjay, 

you’ll have to send me 

away.”(C13:P191/D31) 

19. “Those people”- I indicate the wounded 

bodies on the square-“are not your 

enemy” I whip back around to the train 

station. “ The rebels are not your enemy! 

We all have one enemy, and it’s the 

Capitol! This is our chance to put end to 

their power, but we need every distric 
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person to do it!”(C15:P216/D32)  

20.  “ Sit down, please, Katniss,” says Coin, 

closing the door. I take a seat between 

Annie and Beetee, carefully placing 

Snow‟s rose on the table, as usual, Coin 

gets right to the point.”I’ve asked you 

here to settle a debate. Today we will 

execute Snow.(C26:P368/D36). 
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The findings above, they were the data that have been found in the novel from 

chapter 1 until chapter 27. There were 20 data. The data that included as type of 

realism viewed from moral realism. To more understand the more the data, the writer 

presents it based on the context of the findings . 

B.  Discussion 

In this part, the writer analyzed the data that have been found in Suzanne 

Collins‟s novel “Mockingjay”. The writer was as a reader of novel identified 3 types 

of moral realism that are viewed from moral realism based on McDowell‟s theory. 

A. Kinds of realism 
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1. Moral Requirements Hypothetical Imperatives 

In moral Requirements Hypothetical Imperatives is divided into two corners 

(Tollfsen, 2000: 32) they are: 

Realist means that the judgment depends for the requirement of morality are 

imposed by circumstances of action and Cognitive and intern list is the corners 

mean that the virtuous person‟s way of understanding a situation is sufficient to 

motivate him/her. 

In the moral requirements hypothetical imperative are divided into two kinds 

they are realist and cognitive and intern list but in the novel Mockingjay, the 

researcher found only one kind that it realist. 

a. Realist 

In the datum 1, “I made it a condition of my cooperating with any of their 

plans”, this sentence describe Katniss cooperating of her condition. It indicates as 

moral requirement Hypothetical Imperatives because how Katniss give motivation for 

herself, Katniss Everdeen utilizes her popularity as a fighter for district 13. It is 

considered very important in the collection, then she filed several requests may be 

rejected by district 13 considering the importance of Katniss for this collection. 

In datum 2, “I must now become the actual leader the face, the voice, the 

embodiment of the revolution”. This sentence describe Katniss become a leader of 
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the revolution, it is indicate above showend that one moral Requirement Hypothetical 

Imperatives. It is concluded that Katniss understand a situation that is sufficient to 

motivate herself because just her can give change from the people and take district 

come back from Snow.  

As the writer explained before, moral Requirement Hypothetical Imperatives 

is realist for the requirement, of morality are imposed by the circumstance of action. 

In the datum 3, this sentence“I’m going to be a Mockingjay”  the context of 

this sentence she want to be a Mockingjay for take district from Snow. This datum 

included as identify moral requirement hypothetical imperative because it is 

explained motivates. Because Katniss can assist all rebel defeat snow by becoming a 

mockingjay. It relevant with the theory that is used in this research because she gets 

respectful a leader of the Rebellion from the President of Districts 13. 

The authors used moral requirement hypothetical motivated to describe 

situation in the mind of readers. In the sentence, Katniss say she is Mockingjay to 

give freedom for people of the datum 4, “I told Coin I’d be her Mockingjay”. But I 

made her promise to give the other tributes are plenty of witnesses”  from the 

bold sentence, it is categorized as moral requirement hypothetical motivated because 

Katniss give motivate to herself and understand it is situation to be Mockingjay. 

Because Katniss is a leader who has been at the point that only he is able to free the 

district from the Capitol. 
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In the datum 5, “It was hard to see clearly because I was so afraid. Now 

I’m not. In the sentence Now I’m Not, she said she she not afraid to kill Snow”. 

In this sentence, included as moral requirement hypothetical imperative because that 

sentence describes a situation is sufficient to motivate her, now I‟m not. Katniss is 

able to blend in the society and the society believes that Katniss could lead them. 

Because one of the most Katniss is expected to participate in the liberation of the 

district. 

In the datum 6, “And here I am again. With people dying because of me. 

Friends, allies, complete strangers, losing their lives for the Mockingjay. “ Let 

me go on alone. Lead them off”. In the sentence describe she go alone first to finish 

the mission. In the datum included moral requirement hypothetical imperatives. It is 

created realism in the mind of the reader after the words read this sentence has 

relation with Mcdowell‟s theory. Because it related details that convey amotivated 

what the realism literary describe and Katniss give motivate for herself because she 

wants to give freedom forthe society and make President fall from his position. So 

there are no pressures for society again. 

2. Values and Secondary Qualities  

In the second kinds the writer finds 6 data where the action that is done will 

result value or function to the people. This is corelation with MCDowells theory in 

Tollsen (2000 : 34),  he depends the claim that it is the world which it itself „value 

laden‟. 
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In the datum 7, in from this sentence the researcher used a one technique one 

of the doctors suggested. In the sentence Katniss start think the simples plan to 

complicated the mission. “I start with the simplest things I know to be true and 

work toward the more complicated”. This sentence describe were Katniss start to 

think the simple plan to complicated a mission. This datum included to show us that 

one of kind of realism is values and secondary qualities because it is the world which 

itself value laden. So Katniss think if she does that, she known the meaning by 

herself. 

In the datum 8, “I laugh a little. “Both, I guess. No, I want to. I have to, if 

it will help the rebels defeat Snow. In the sentence she can help the rebels to defeat 

Snow. This datum included as values and secondary and secondary qualities because 

the sentence describes something when Katniss can made value laden will help the 

rebels defeat Snow. Becauseof the actions were taken by Katniss that can provide 

benefits to the community. She is only able to sense of action. 

In the datum 9, Prim thinks this over. “Katniss, I don’t think you 

understand how important you are to the cause”. The sentence where Katniss so 

important for that case. This datum included as values and secondary qualities 

sentence that indicates  something she can made value laden. In this sentence, Katniss 

is so important in this case because she has power like meand has ability to be free 

and have political spirit, so that is why be she will easily cripple. 
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In the datum 10, “of the word “No,” I say. “I want to go to the Capitol. I 

want to be part of the rescue mission”. The sentence Katniss is part of the mission 

to defeat Snow and broke the Capitol. This datum is categorized as values and 

secondary qualities because it describes something. Katniss is performed to be a 

leader for people. Because she believes in a way that just she will get the results that 

she wants to retake the district controlled by Snow. 

In the datum 11, this sentence “I accept that I’m probably the most 

qualified from the job, grit my teeth, and put in a row of jagged sutures”. This 

sentence Katniss said just she can do it and give freedom for the people. So 

automatically it is included as values and secondary qualities. According to 

McDowell‟s theory values and secondary qualities will describe a something that just 

she can do it. Because Katniss has spirit like men and Katniss can do something that 

is not only politically but also economically for district freedom. 

In the datum 12, “I did not come all this way, and lose all those people, to 

turn myself over to that woman.  I kill Snow”. This sentence her goes to arena and 

is a Mockingjay to just kill Snow.This datum included as values and secondary 

qualities it show where Katniss use violence to finish the complications and to finish 

the colonial domination. Katniss would destroy the power of Snow and restore the 

rights of people who have been at this for grabs. 

3. Virtues and Reason (VR) 
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The third kinds of moral realism is virtues and reason the resercher found 8 

data where the action is motivated to act as the world demands. Tollsen (2000: 35),  

said he depend the claim that it is in consequence of the virtuous agent„s conception 

of that world, and not in consequence of some desire, that the Virtuous agent is 

motivated to act as the world demands. Katniss is only able to do it. Because she has 

a soul like a man so the people are confident that she is able it to defeat the Snow. 

In the datum 13, “This enthusiasm was interpreted as kindness. But a man 

named Dalton, a Districts 10 refugee who’d made it to 13 foot a few years ago, 

liked real motive to me. “They need you. Me. They need us all”. The sentence, 

Katniss follow the plan of President Snow to join in the arena. In this datum included 

as virtues and reason because we see Katniss can do something and give change for 

them.Where she has a strategy to destroy Snow. By way of pretending to follow all 

orders of Capitol. 

In the datum 14, “What they want is for me to truly take on the role they 

designed for me”. In this sentence what you need to Katniss on the role is the 

symbol of revolution. The symbol of the revolusion. Is Categorized as virtues and 

reason because it is describe about Katniss as a leader from the country and she can 

give freedom for the people from President Snow.The main reason if she to 

participate in the war and became the most important part of the war because she 

wants to restore the residence which has been controlled by President Snow. 
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In the datum15, “As bad as it makes you feel, you’re going to have to do 

some killing, because in the arena, you only get one wish. And it’s very costly”. 

The sentence Katniss join because in the arena and they are have one wish is she to 

killing President Snow. It is categorized as virtues and reason because thee sentence 

describes something to get the freedom from the colonizer.Because they have to 

sacrifice themselves to save and reclaim the district for the survival of society. 

The datum 16, “You know in general what we’re asking of you, Katniss. 

I’m aware you have mixed feelings about participating”. In this sentence, she 

friends hope if Katniss join in the arena. Because it can make change and freedom for 

the life. It included virtues and reason because of the sentence above described 

Katniss can kill Snow.Because Katniss must liberate the district from Snow and it is 

the greatest desire to Katniss to participate in the war. 

The writer‟s point of view, the sentence in the datum 17, “After your first 

Games, I thought the whole romance was an act on your part. We all expected 

you’d continue that strategy”. In this sentence, they all of them hope her to 

continue the strategy. It is clear that the sentence above categorized as virtues and 

reason when just Katniss just can do it and give freedom for districts.Because Katniss 

is able to paralyze Snow for the sake of a name and restore freedom to districts live. 

The sentence in the datum 18, “Prim was wrong. Peeta is irretrievable. “I 

can’t stay here anymore,” I say numbly. “If you want me to be the Mockingjay, 
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you’ll have to send me away”. In the sentence where they can send Katniss in the 

away if she becomes the Mockingjay. It is categorized as virtues and reason. Because 

the data show us if the Katniss can becomes a leader of the society. 

In the datum 19, “we all have one enemy, and it’s the Capitol! This is our 

change to put end to their power, but we need every distric person to do it”. In 

this sentence, they all have one of them enemy, that are the Capitol. This datum 

above categorized into virtues and reason because there is sentence where they have 

some problem is colonizer. 

In the datum 20,”I’ve asked you here to settle a debate. Today we will 

execute Snow”. In this sentence she goes to arena and kills Snow. It is categorized as 

values and reason. Because this sentence describes the people who believed Katniss 

will kill Snow and Coin said just she can make the freedom from the colonizer. 

Because she believes in this way she can make it worth. 

B. How does the author perform realism in the Novel “Mockingjay” 

1. The writer described about the first types of realism is moral requirement 

hypothetical imperative in the novel “Mockingjay” 

In this case the writer describes the realism on the main character in 

the novel “Mockingjay”. Then, the writer remained that there are two kind 

from moral requirement hypothetical imperative, those are realist, Cognitive 

and intern list. Realist means that the judgment depends on the requirement of 
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morality are imposed by circumstances of action, Cognitive and intern list 

mean that the virtuous person‟s way of understanding a situation is sufficient 

to motivate him/her. 

Katniss was described by Zusanne Collin‟s in her novel, if seen from 

moral requirement hypothetical imperative where she was as a leader of war 

that made by President Snow. Realism describes here is where her statement 

proved by the acts, for example the participation of her to fight the district. 

It‟s sentence correlation with the data 2; I must now become the actual leader 

the face, the voice, the embodiment of the revolution. The person who the 

districts most of which are now openly at war with the Capitol can count on to 

blaze the path to victory. 

2. To described of main character that has been seen from the type of moral 

realism in second number that is values and secondary qualities. 

In the second types the writer explained more definition about values 

and secondary qualities. With McDowells theory, Tollen (2000: 34) said he 

depends the claim that it is the world which it itself “value laden”. 

If the reader seen the described of realism from the writer, realism 

performs, Katniss did something that useful for people, but this is just known 

by who did the action. From the second type, this data correlation with data 

12, I did not come all this way, and lose all those people, to turn myself over 
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to that woman.  I kill Snow. Besides, there would be an awful lot of things I 

couldn‟t easily explain about the last few days. 

3. Realism is described in novel “Mockingjay” by Suzanne Collin‟s here 

according to virtues and reason. 

The third types definition about virtues and reason, Tollen said he 

depends on the claim that it is in consequence of the virtuous agent„s 

conception of that world, and not in consequence of some desire, that the 

Virtuous agent is motivated to act as the world demands. 

Katniss or main character did something that can influence for the 

success of nation because social need it. This sentence correlation with data 

14, what they want is for me to truly take on the role they designed for me. 

The symbol of revolution. The Mockingjay. 

Based on the result of analysis, the writer just gets Moral Realism they 

are Moral Requirement Hypothetical Imperatives, Values and Secondary 

Qualities and Virtues and Reason in Novel “Mockingjay” Suzanne Collin‟s. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

This chapter presents conclusions and suggestions. After analyzing Suzanne 

Collin‟s novel “Mockingjay”, the writer provided some conclusions and suggestions 

to the readers as follows: 

A. Conclusions 

Based on the analyzing the data in the discussion of Realism analysis in 

Suzanne collin‟s Novel “Mockingjay”, the researcher concluded that type of realism 

viewed from moral realism in the novel as follows: 

1. The writers found three types of moral realism in that novel. They are 

Moral Requirements Hypothetical imperatives, Values and Secondary 

Qualities and Virtues and Reason. 
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2. The writer found author perform realism in the novel and also discussing 

capabilities in the three category of moral realism in the novel 

“Mockingjay”, they are the author perform realism in the moral 

requirement hypothetical imperatives with act in the participation of her to 

fight district, Katniss did something to the people. But this thing just is 

known by who did the action and Katniss did something that can influence 

for the success of nation because social need it. 

 

B. Suggestions 

Based on the conclusions above, the writer suggests to: 

1. The readers should be able to improve their comprehension or understanding 

the context of utterances in the novel or verbal communication. It will help the 

reader understand and analyze utterances in the text easily. 

2. The students especially for English Students Department should analyze 

realism in different objects for example poetry, short story,books, and so on. It 

can get information from the utterance in the text. 

3. The reader and educator should give more attention to the students in learning 

English process especially the way to understand literature in the text based 

on the context. 
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